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General Information
A market participant can request new or altered system access service (SAS) on the transmission system by submitting a system access service request (SASR) application form to the AESO. The SASR provides the AESO with the rationale for the request and enables the AESO to determine the most appropriate process to follow. For more information, see ID #2018-018T Provision of System Access Service and the Connection Process. Bold terms are defined in the AESO's Consolidated Authoritative Document Glossary.
For any issues or questions regarding the content or submission of the SASR, or for questions on the connection process in general, please contact Customer Connections at customer.connections@aeso.ca or (403) 539-2793. 
What requires a SASR?
See ID #2018-018T Provision of System Access Service and the Connection Process for an explanation of
when a SASR is required.
A SASR is not required for:
    ·     Generator additions to the electric distribution system that are under 5 MW and do not require a new or altered SAS agreement as determined by the legal owner of an electric distribution system (DFO)
    ·     Changes at an existing point of connection (POC) that do not require data submissions under section 502.15 of the ISO rules
Who submits the SASR?
The SASR is submitted by the market participant that holds the existing SAS agreement, or will be the holder of a new SAS agreement, herein referred to as the Applicant. The Applicant is the party that is accountable for compliance with and accepts the Rate DTS or Rate STS terms and conditions per the ISO tariff. If the Applicant is not the DFO, the Applicant may have to request the incumbent DFO to grant approval pursuant to Section 101 of the Act (Section 101 Waiver) before the AESO can accept the SASR. See Section 3 of this document for additional information on the Section 101 Waiver.
A market participant requesting to add generation to the electric distribution system should consult with their respective DFO to determine whether a SASR is required, in which case the DFO will be the Applicant. For any issues or questions regarding distribution connected generation or obtaining a Section 101 Waiver, please contact the applicable DFO. A list of DFOs and their contact information can be found in the Large Distribution-Connected Generators section on the Joining the Market page of the AESO website.
When should a SASR be submitted?
A SASR should only be submitted when the Applicant is ready to move their project forward.  Please review the applicable process and its requirements, and ensure that you can commit to the same before submitting your SASR. Once a SASR is accepted, it must adhere to the timeline requirements outlined in ID #2018-018T Provision of System Access Service and the Connection Process, failure of which may result in cancellation. For more information on the different project and process types, please refer to Connecting to the Grid on the AESO website.
What is the application process?
Submission
Completed SASRs and all required attachments are submitted to the AESO by email at customer.connections@aeso.ca. All required sections in the SASR need to be completed unless specifically identified as optional.
Once a SASR is submitted, the AESO reviews it for completeness. If the SASR is deemed to be incomplete or incorrectly filled out, the Applicant is notified of the deficiencies and asked to resubmit. If the Applicant fails to resolve the deficiencies the application will be rejected.
A SASR is considered deficient in the following cases:
    ·     The SASR is not the current version of the template posted on the Templates page on the AESO website
    ·     The SASR is not locked (See Section 4)
    ·     The SASR contains handwritten corrections
    ·     The Applicant has not made clear the nature of their request
    ·     The Applicant is not duly registered and authorized to carry on business in Alberta
    ·     The Applicant does not have an existing SAS agreement with the AESO, and has not been granted a Section 101 Waiver by the DFO, if the Applicant is not the DFO
    ·     The Applicant has not identified a study consultant licensed to practice engineering in Alberta, if a study consultant is required
    ·     The Applicant has not completed all required sections of the SASR
    ·     The Applicant has not included all required documents with the SASR
Review
Once a SASR is deemed complete by the AESO, the Applicant receives an email confirming that the completed SASR has been received, and the AESO then performs a review. During this review the Applicant may be asked to provide clarifications on the information provided. The AESO's target timeline to complete the review is two weeks but will depend on prompt and complete responses from the Applicant. If a more detailed review is required for the SASR, the Applicant will receive an email notifying them of the expected timelines and the contact information of the AESO representative leading the detailed review.
A SASR may be rejected during the review stage, at which point the Applicant is notified of the reasons for rejection, and instructions on how and when to resubmit a SASR may be provided.
Acceptance
Upon completion of the review, the Applicant receives an email containing a Gate 0 Acknowledgement Letter, which indicates that the SASR has been accepted by the AESO. 
 
The acknowledgement letter contains the project name and number that has been assigned by the AESO, as well as the confirmed project type. The project type determines which process a project will follow. For more information on the project types and corresponding processes, please see Connecting to the Grid on the AESO website. The letter also contains the Integrated Project Manager (IPM) and the AESO Project Manager contact information. The IPM is expected to schedule the project kick-off meeting and coordinate next steps required for Stage 1 completion.
Section 1 - Project Information
Applicant
The Applicant is the party that holds the existing SAS agreement or will be the holder of a new SAS agreement, and is submitting the SASR. This could be the DFO. The Applicant is the party that is accountable for compliance with and accepts the Rate DTS or Rate STS terms and conditions per the ISO tariff. The Applicant must be duly registered and authorized to carry on business in Alberta.
Primary Contact
Secondary Contact (optional)
Study Consultant
The Study Consultant is the party that will work with the AESO on behalf of the Applicant to perform connection studies for the project. A Study Consultant must be identified for all projects that require connection studies to be performed. This includes all Connection and MPC Projects, and may be required for BTF and Contract Change Projects. Contact customer.connections@aeso.ca.if you are unsure if a Study Consultant is required for this SASR.  The Study Consultant must be licensed to practice engineering in Alberta.
Primary Contact
Secondary Contact (optional)
Integrated Project Manager
The Integrated Project Manager (IPM) is selected by the Applicant, and is responsible to coordinate activities through the life cycle of the project, and ensure the project moves at the pace required by the Applicant while following ID #2018-018T Provision of System Access Service and the Connection Process and the appropriate AESO project process. The AESO retains the role of governing gate requirements. 
The IPM for this project is requested to be:
(The AESO retains the right to act as the IPM as required)
Primary Contact
Secondary Contact (optional)
Project Type
Each project type follows a designated process. For more information on the project types and their corresponding processes please see Connecting to the Grid on the AESO website. The AESO will confirm the project type after review of the SASR.
Project type for this request:
Market Participant Choice
Is the Applicant interested in utilizing the Market Participant Choice option for this request? See the Market Participant Choice page on the AESO website for more information about eligibility.
Section 2 - Request Information
Reason for Request
Please indicate why the Applicant is requesting new or altered system access service (SAS) on the transmission system.
Select all applicable boxes:
Provide a written explanation for each checked box above (if the request is to connect a market participant's facility, please provide the name of that facility):
Details of Request
Fill out the table with information relevant to the generation and/or load for this request.
Generation
Electrical Load
SAS Contract Capacity - New
If the request is for a new SAS contract, include the requested capacity of new SAS contract.
Requested Capacity:
Requested Capacity:
SAS Contract Capacity - Existing
If the request is for a change to an existing SAS contract, include the existing contract capacity, the requested change (added or removed), and the requested capacity total. Also include the Measurement Point Identification (MPID) of the existing contract.
Existing Capacity:
Requested Change:
Requested Capacity:
Existing Capacity:
Requested Change:
Requested Capacity:
Generator Nameplate Capacity (MW)
The total maximum output that can be produced without exceeding design thermal limits. Include the existing, requested change, and new capacity.
Existing Capacity:
Requested Change:
New Capacity:
Annual Energy Production (MWh/year)
Estimate the total energy production of the power plant during a one year period.
Load/Generation Type
Select the load or generation type that best describes the request.
Requested In-Service Date (ISD)
The date this new or altered system access is requested to be in service. A scheduled ISD will be established as the project progresses.
Provide any additional information explaining the above, including unlisted generator or load types, if the generation or load will have staggered in-service dates, commercial operation dates, restrictions / limitations / concerns, etc.:
Provide the location of the facility or area where new or altered system access service is requested:
-
-
-
W
-or-
-or-
Fill out the following table if the Applicant knows of any future developments relating to this request but which are not being applied for at this time:
Date
Generation
Generation Type
Load
Load Type
Provide any additional information explaining the above table:
Is this SASR related to other SASRs or active projects? If so, describe them here and list their AESO project number(s):
Related Developments
Section 3 - Required Attachments
Distribution Deficiency Report
A DDR is required for Connection Projects where the Applicant is the DFO.
A Distribution Deficiency Report (DDR) provides information about the DFO's decisions relating to the electric distribution system, including the DFO's reasons for submitting a SASR to the AESO. The DDR helps the AESO to determine how to respond to the DFO's SASR, and supports the content in the AESO's need approval process. Guidelines for the preparation of the DDR can be found in the DDR Author's Guide posted on the Templates page on the AESO website. 
Section 101 Waiver
For non-DFO Applicants, a Section 101 Waiver is required for all SASRs with a load component.
According to Section 101 of the Electric Utilities Act, a market participant must obtain prior approval from their DFO to enter into an arrangement directly with the AESO for the provision of system access service.  As such, a SASR with only load components (no generation) submitted by a market participant must be accompanied by a Section 101 Waiver.  For applications that also contain generation components, the SASR must be accompanied either by a Section 101 Waiver or written confirmation from the DFO that they have no objections to this SASR being submitted.
A SASR with a load component must be accompanied by one of the following options:
Non-Disclosure Agreement
Critical Energy Infrastructure Information (CEII), required for connection studies, will only be provided when an executed CEII Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) is in place.  A CEII NDA is required for all Connection and MPC Projects, and may be required for BTF and Contract Change Projects if connection studies will be performed. A valid executed CEII NDA is required to be in place with the AESO before a SASR will be accepted. Alternatively, the market participant can submit a signed CEII NDA with the SASR which will be counter executed by the AESO at the end of Stage 1. 
To obtain a CEII NDA or to confirm that your existing CEII NDA with the AESO is valid, send an email to customer.connections@aeso.ca. Include your Applicant contact information from Section 1, as well as the contact information for legal notices if different than the Applicant contact information. If you are unsure if a CEII NDA is required for your project, please contact customer.connections@aeso.ca. 
Select the applicable box:
Section 4 - SASR Submission
The Applicant requests new or altered system access service on the transmission system.  The Applicant acknowledges this SASR represents a request only and is not a contract between itself and the AESO.  The Applicant understands that if the AESO identifies deficiencies in this SASR, the SASR may be rejected.
I confirm that I have the authority to submit this SASR on behalf of the Applicant, and confirm that the information provided herein this SASR including attachments is true and complete.
To lock the SASR for submission, press the Lock SASR button below, which will be enabled after checking the confirm box above. After locking, the information in the form will no longer be editable, so ensure that you have saved a copy of the SASR prior to locking in case further edits are required. Please note, a SASR must be locked prior to submission. Submit the locked SASR along with any other required documents via email to customer.connections@aeso.ca. 
Section 5 - AESO Internal Use Only
SASR Decision:
List the reasoning for the decision and any additional details related to this SASR:
Confirmed Project Type:
Confirmed IPM:
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